
Rear camera cable kit Ford SYNC2 & SYNC3 (8")

Art. Nr: RCL-FORD-SN3

DESCRIPTION
 

General
The NavInc NAVconnect interfaces allow for connecting aftermarket rear
camera sources to the original SYNC2 & SYNC3 system of Ford & Lincoln.
The cable kit is equipped with 1* Rear camera input.
 
Features

- 1x Rear camera input
- Plug and play
- Easy install 
- 3 Years warranty & Support

 
 
NOTES

- We recommend that the installation will be performed by a qualified specialist
- Check the other tabs for "Compatibility" - "Package contents" - "Product
specifications" 
 
 
LEGAL INFORMATION

The driver ofthe vehicle should not be inferred from the motion images. In
many countries, watching movies while driving is prohibited. Therefore we
accept no responsibility for material or personal injuries, directly or indirectly,
due to installation of the interface modules.
 
Interface and Software basic information:
The NavInc interfaces are no navigation systems or screens to replace the
navigation system. The NavInc interfaces enable the possibilities to connect
different Audio/Video sources to the navigation system.
 
Manufacturers create adjusted software and hardware versions, options and
enhancements which ensures that the compatibility of the products cannot be
guaranteed 100%. Compatibility lists are based on customer feedback and
experiences and will constantly be updated for optimal customer support.
 



COMPATIBILITY

CAR
This kit is compatible with the following models:
 

2011-2016 Ford & Lincoln vehicles w/ SYNC 2 6.5" & 8" Touch Screen
(MyFord / MyLincoln Touch)
2016+ Ford & Lincoln vehicles w/SYNC 3 6.5" & 8" Touch Screen
2018+ Ford EcoSport, F-150 & Expedition w/ SYNC 4.2" Screen
2019+ Mustang w/ SYNC 4.2" Screen
If you have the "Jukebox" feature, then this is NOT for you. Not sure? Ask
us FIRST!

 
Note:
- We recommend that the installation will be performed by a qualified specialist
- This will support any vehicle backup camera with a standard RCA connection
& NTSC output.
- Please note, ALL Ford screens require the camera to be powered from an
ignition switched power source (one that turns on and off with the vehicle). DO
NOT CONNECT YOUR CAMERA TO THE REVERSE LIGHT. The delay in the
reverse lights powering the camera will cause the Ford screen to be black with
no image and / or an error message to show on the screen.
-This harness will add a reverse camera input when the vehicle did not
originally come equipped with a backup camera.  It will NOT add input for
additional cameras/multi-camera support.
 

 

 



 

 


